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The Period of Wu Zetian is a special period in the history of Tang literature. It is
regarded as the important transition period of the earlier Tang dynasty literature going
into the glorious age Tang dynasty literature. During this period, Wu Zetian took
many reform measures in order to seize and consolidate the political power. The
change of the literary environment has affected the mentality of the scholars,
promoted the development of different literary themes, and then formed new literary
features.
This paper is divided into three parts: introduction, text and conclusion. The
introduction briefly explains the reasons for choosing the topic, the research period
and the present situation of the research. The text is divided into three chapters as
follows:
The first chapter is the literature environment analysis of Wu Zetian period,
mainly from the reconstruction of the order of thought, the reform of talent selection,
and the change of taking the text as the first, these three aspects. First of all, to break
the original concept of Li Tang's family, religious policy, regime signs. Then
establish a new ideological and political order to serve the Wu Zhou regime, and exert
great pressure to consolidate the political power. Secondly, reform talent selection
system, broaden the channels of becoming an official, strengthening the ranks of
literati. Third, pay attention to advocating literature and diction, treat the literati
politely, to create a good environment for the development of literature.
The second chapter discusses the evolution of literature under the political
change. It is mainly reflected in three aspects: the further development of the palace
literature and the change from the flattery of praise to the open realm, the vigorous
development of the literature for getting the position and forming poems about
tangible objects, the stream of relegation literature and speeding up the poetry from
the palace to the mountains, rivers and society.














geographical space, form the development characteristics of Luoyang as the center. In
the pattern of creation, the literature in palace and the literature outside the palace
blend and develop. In the spirit of literature, form a strong momentum.
The conclusion aims to sum up the full paper.
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